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Abstract

Qualitative and mixed methods digital social research often relies on gathering and storing social media data through the use of APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). In past years this has been relatively simple, with academic developers and researchers using APIs to access data and produce visualisations and analysis of social networks and issues. In recent years, API access has become increasingly restricted and regulated by corporations at the helm of social media networks. Facebook (the corporation) has restricted academic research access to Facebook
(the social media platform) along with Instagram (a Facebook-owned social media platform). Instead, they have allowed access to sources where monetisation can easily occur, in particular, marketers and advertisers. This leaves academic researchers of digital social life in a difficult situation where API related research has been curtailed. In this paper we describe some rationales and methodologies for using APIs in social research. We then introduce some of the major events in academic API use that have led to the prohibitive situation researchers now find themselves in. Finally, we discuss the methodological and ethical issues this produces for researchers and, suggest some possible steps forward for API related research.
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Introduction

Digital methods, in the sense employed in this article, are a set of internet methods in that what they have in common is the ambition to make the most of the new data formats that arise with the wide uptake of the internet in social life. Digital methods researchers develop new tools inspired by internet technologies in order to be able to treat these new data formats in methodologically innovative ways (Rogers 2013). Digital methods are characterised by not keeping qualitative and quantitative methods separate. The hyperlink, for instance, affords a text to be available for qualitative interpretation while at the same time placed in a structure of link networks
that can be analysed with quantitative approaches. For these reasons, we believe
digital methods constitute a productive challenge to other social science methods,
including digital ones, and indeed a way for social research methods to develop in
combination with digital social practices overall.

Digital methods researchers have highlighted the need to ‘follow the medium’ when
collecting digital data in an age of rapidly shifting internet platforms, but in recent
years it has become clear that these increasingly ‘big business’ platforms do not
always wish to be followed. The so-called Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
that have provided social researchers with data access are shutting themselves off
from academic use. After introducing what digital methods are and how APIs work,
the main focus of the paper is to unpack what becomes of digital methods research
in an age where API access can be retracted on short notice or where changes to
API structures make them too unstable for longitudinal study. We use Facebook and
Twitter as empirical examples of what has happened more specifically and relate
that to ongoing research efforts. Finally, we suggest some pitfalls and potential ways
forward for digital social research in an era of increasingly restrictive or even closing
APIs.

How are APIs relevant to digital social research?

In the earlier years of qualitative digital research, the focus centred on studies of
Internet cultures or digitised data. Richard Rogers (2009) posited that internet
researchers could and should focus on and interrogate the internet itself, rather than
the culture that formed around it or transposed itself onto it. He suggested that the
distinction between online and offline social life is often unhelpful. This dichotomy has similarly been described over the years as ‘virtual and real life’ or ‘online and offline’. Rogers argues that the data that populates the internet are ontologically distinct; that is, there are digitised data that have come from offline sources, and ‘natively digital’ data that originates in digital settings. Rogers advocates studying ‘natively digital’ data to observe and understand how social issues originate and circulate online. He coins the phrase ‘digital methods’ to describe research methods that take ‘natively digital’ data as objects of study.

As a result, Rogers goes on to suggest that social science research methods that have been produced and used before the common uptake of internet use may not be best suited to gathering and analysing ‘natively digital’ data. He suggests that ‘natively digital’ data require ‘natively digital’ research tools and methods. Much of Rogers’ work along with that of his colleagues at the Digital Methods Initiative (Marres and Weltevrede 2013, Marres and Rogers 2005) has focused on researching web objects, such as hyperlinks and user profiles, to conduct analysis of the social relations between different actors.

In particular, Marres and Rogers (2005) conduct and describe issue mapping as a digital method to observe who is linking to whom about a particular social issue. Rogers and Marres (2000) describe mapping actors in climate change debates based on which organisations link to others. Similar to a social network analysis approach, he describes how Greenpeace links to government organisations on their website, but this is not reciprocated. Conversely, a pharmaceutical company links to
Greenpeace on their website, but Greenpeace does not reciprocate. Issue mapping - while technically a pre-digital method\(^1\) - allows social researchers to analyse networks of actors using natively digital data.

But what are the practicalities of natively digital methods? How could Rogers and Marres research and produce their findings on online climate change discussions? The answers lie in the tools created to facilitate the research. The climate change issue map was produced using a tool called Issue Crawler. Once provided with a website URL, the tool ‘crawls’ the website to look for links. From there, it crawls those linked websites, and so on, until the crawler reaches the limit specified by the researcher. The output can then be plotted on a network graph that shows the nodes and edges of those taking part in the debate. The hope is that the researcher can see where the issue centres, along with who is taking part, and who wishes to take part, in the discourse.

Issue Crawler has been in use for some time now and as Rogers points out, the Internet changes its attributes often and in circumstances outside of the researcher’s control. It is the researcher’s job to respond to these shifts in the medium. Rogers (2009) goes so far as to say we should ‘follow the medium’. This approach worked well through the advent of Web 2.0 where early versions of social media platforms provided researchers with natively digital data to work with. Researchers and

\(^1\) Issue mapping is not a natively digital method. It has also been deployed as a method prior to the use of digital tools. Issue mapping has been particularly used in Science and Technology Studies projects that make use of Actor-Network Theory as a methodological framework (Callon 1986).
technologists worked together to produce tools such as ElFriendo (Rogers 2009), Netvizz (Rieder 2013) and T-CAT (Borra and Rieder 2014) to investigate networks and social relations occurring on MySpace, Facebook and Twitter, respectively. This was done by using preferences, userIDs and hashtags as the objects of research.

APIs are central to such efforts because they make it possible for the social media company to pass data from the platform to the researcher, usually in the form of a CSV or JSON file. This allows the researcher to conduct analysis or produce visualisations based on the data. Calls to an API return data that represents a snapshot of the state of the system at any one moment in time. There are also cases where the ‘liveness’ of the API allows another level of investigation through repeated querying of the same endpoints to spot changes in the data over time that cannot be ascertained by a single query alone. This is necessary because although it is possible architecturally to maintain a full audit trail of every field, this has substantial costs attached. Losing the history of a datum is therefore often a commercial decision. Researchers can compensate by storing this data themselves and even analyse its use in real time. An example of this is the Facebook API URL endpoint (Facebook nd.a, Facebook nd.b) which allows the researcher to watch the engagement levels of a URL in real time.

---

2 It should be recognized from the outset that accessing social media data for academic purposes is not without critique. In the Cambridge Analytica scandal, researchers gained access to the Facebook API (and therefore, Facebook data) under the then-legitimate pretence of academic research and passed on this data to actors who wanted to target specific users for political gain (Cadwalladr and Graham-Harrison 2018). While this may appear as an isolated case, we suggest that robust research ethics must always address the collection, use and disposal of social media data.
Until the last five years, researchers were able to analyse many social media platforms, usually on the proviso that they held an account and could gain developer access. Today, in order to access social media APIs of the likes of Facebook and Instagram, academic technologists (also referred to as developers) are required to submit applications outlining their purpose for using the API. This application process filters out those users who cannot easily provide a revenue stream for the platform or those who may critique the platform as part of their analysis. In the case of accessing the Instagram API from 2016 onwards, it is codified in the developer guidelines that the API must only be accessed to create tools and analytics for marketing or advertising purposes. Public, non-profitable research is excluded from Instagram’s acceptable use cases. Companies may also place restrictions on the publishing of data used in a study thus making the study unreproducible by other researchers without again applying for access to the data set. If such access is not easily obtainable, the verification or falsification of results then becomes problematic. The same applies to studies that are produced by researchers within the companies themselves, using data not easily available to external researchers.

The reason why we see so many more academic studies of Twitter in comparison to Facebook-owned platforms is partly due to these access restrictions. This is not to say that academics face wholesale exclusion from researching Facebook-owned platforms. Instagram and Whatsapp have advertised funding opportunities for academic researchers interested in a mandated set of areas. The problem with these
funding opportunities arise around the independence and reproducibility of the research findings.

Returning to Rogers’ call to ‘follow the medium’, what are we to do when the medium does not wish to be followed? There are a few actions available: rethink our reliance on APIs, subvert the rules or, route around the API. There are means of gathering social media data without the use of an API, but this is technically out of reach for many researchers. Additionally, gaining Ethics Review Board approval for this course of action would be very difficult at some institutions. What is ethical for a computer scientist in Denmark may not be considered ethical for a sociologist in Britain due to different institutional ecologies and histories. However, if there are no researchers attempting to subvert API restrictions, the academic community risks omitting Facebook and its stable of social media platforms from hands-on scrutiny, leaving more distanced academic critiques as the only option. In the next section, we illustrate what is at stake by looking at concrete examples of earlier and ongoing API-related research.

**History of API research: The case of Netvizz**

Shifts in API access with consequences for social research is by no means a new thing. Back in August 2009, Yahoo closed some of their search APIs after having sold off their search business to Microsoft\(^3\). APIs providing access to Yahoo functionalities such as term extraction had enabled at least 33 different ‘mashup’

\(^3\) In this section we draw on the important work of digital methods API pioneer Bernard Rieder as it has been recorded through his blog, thepoliticsofsystems.net.
tools, some of which served the purpose of academic research (Rieder 2009). Already at this relatively early point in time, digital methods scholar Bernard Rieder discussed the trade-offs of building tools that rely heavily on APIs controlled by private corporations:

"If service providers can close APIs at will, developers might hesitate when deciding whether to put in the necessary coding hours to build the latest mashup. But it is mashups that over the last years have really explored many of the directions left blank by "pure" applications. This creative force should be cherished and I wonder if there may be a need for something similar to creative commons for APIs – a legal construct that gives at least some basic rights to mashup developers…” (ibid.)

Despite already being aware of the precarious nature of API-based digital methods, Rieder went on to produce what would become one of the more well-known API-interface tools, Netvizz, in March 2010 (Rieder 2010). Netvizz was a Facebook app that allowed academics to extract Facebook data in a systematic way for research purposes (Rieder 2013). Briefly put, Netvizz let social science and humanities scholars with no coding experience download spreadsheets and graph files of not just their own network of Facebook friends, but also systematically collect data from Facebook groups and Facebook pages. Rieder remarks he "was quite amazed how much data a third-party app could actually get from the platform" in the early days (Rieder 2010). Indeed, many researchers started to show interest in Netvizz, something which the currently 418 Google Scholar citations of Rieder’s paper about the tool attest to (Rieder 2013).
The Netvizz application is a useful case study when it comes to understanding the implications of API changes for qualitative and mixed methods digital social research due to its popularity among the research community and the fact that Facebook has changed its API multiple times since the beginning of Netvizz in 2010 - and Bernhard Rieder has been trying to play catch-up while documenting his experiences.

2012 and 2013 were big years for Netvizz in the sense that many of the core functionalities that researchers find interesting were added: Facebook page analysis and 'bipartite' graph files featuring both users and posts. The Netvizz app reached 60,000 unique users (Rieder 2015). In early 2015, the first major roadblock appeared: Facebook informed Rieder that the Netvizz app was going to be suspended among other things because it allowed for export of friend data. With the introduction of the Facebook API version 2.2, this data was indeed no longer available (ibid.). A cut-down version of Netvizz only able to export data from groups and pages was able to continue running until very recently.

In 2018, likely as a response to the Cambridge Analytica scandal, another major Facebook API update was introduced. With this, all existing apps had to be reviewed again, and it became clear that Facebook would no longer allow apps whose primary purpose was data download (Rieder 2018). One interpretation of this is that Facebook does not intend to support independent research, not even not-for-profit academic research supposed to serve the public good. At the time of revising this article (August 2019), Rieder tweeted that Netvizz is no longer
available for public use. The fact that it managed to function and be publicly available for so long is testament to Rieder’s observation that Facebook’s app reviews are highly automated and generic, clearly trying to tackle a very large volume of apps (and users) and perhaps not always receiving specific follow-up (ibid.).

**Case stories from the TANTlab**

The API changes Facebook make have very concrete consequences for digital social research. In April 2018, Facebook severely limited the API access to Facebook Groups and Events (Facebook 2018a). This is perhaps the most dramatic change for digital social research to date given that researchers have been relying on data from groups and events to understand everything from political mobilization to cultural consumption in a digital age. In TANTlab at Aalborg University in Copenhagen, Denmark, for instance, researchers used anonymized information about which Facebook events had overlapping attendance in order to map spheres of cultural life in the Danish capital (Abildgaard et al. 2017). To what extent are those who like to attend events at public libraries the same as those who go to classical music concerts? Such questions were of interest not just to researchers trying to understand cultural patterns, but also to public institutions such as the Royal Danish Theatre who are trying to understand their audience and identify new groups to attract (Munk et al. 2019). With the API changes shutting off access to who have RSVP’ed or left a
post or comment on a Facebook event page, this research has been made virtually impossible.

As a result of the new API restrictions, the first months of 2018 saw a TANTlab effort to collect a large dataset of public Facebook pages located in Denmark before the API changes hit. This was done in order to be able to critically evaluate the consequences of the API changes as they happened, and in order to have the most interesting data set possible before the restrictions were fully implemented (TANTlab 2019, Munk and Olesen, forthcoming). Still, such social media data sets quickly become outdated and researchers now no longer have the opportunity to update them.

Other projects have been interested in more qualitative analyses of the interactions taking place through posts and comments on Facebook pages and in Facebook groups. For example, Birkbak (2012) contrasted and compared how two Facebook groups became home to very different understandings of a 2010 snowstorm on the Danish island Bornholm, including its severity and the need for emergency help. Such work is greatly assisted by systematic access to all posts and comments via the Facebook API, but this is increasingly difficult. The Netvizz app removed the Group module in July 2018 in preparation of the review of the app by the Facebook corporation.

---

4 One of the authors (Birkbak) is a member of the TANTlab and the accounts here are based on his experiences including those of other members of the lab elicited through a group
Access to posts and comments on Facebook pages is easier, and was still available until recently via Netvizz for those not able to script their own API call. But it is clear that Facebook intends the API access to serve businesses looking to maximize their business intelligence via Facebook (and thus their expenditure on Facebook ads). For example, the documentation explains that the intended ‘common usage’ is among other things to "provide aggregated, anonymized public content for competitive benchmarking, understanding what content resonates with people and identifying best practices" and to "provide tools to understand how a business’s own brand, products, or services are being publicly talked about" (Facebook 2018b).

The focus of Facebook’s API access is on businesses understanding themselves and their markets better, and there is no mention of public research (or other nonprofit activities for that matter). The API documentation has made it increasingly clear that Facebook’s objective is to make it easier for (commercial) users to manage their own pages and groups and for commercial developers to program third party apps that use Facebook content in creative ways, while not allowing for data extraction even when this is done for the purposes of academic research.

In 2017, TANTlab researchers Anders Kristian Munk and Asger Gehrt Olesen were asking how the controversy surrounding the HPV vaccine expressed itself on Facebook. The effort was part of a core interest in TANTlab in how public interview taking place 17th December 2018.
controversies around science and technology can be studied with digital methods. Anders and Asger relied on their newly-won ability to write Python code that retrieved data through the Facebook API in order to collect data from Facebook groups and pages related to the HPV vaccine. However, by the end of 2017 they became aware that Facebook had announced so-called 'breaking changes' to their API by 5th February 2018. Breaking changes are different from other API changes in the sense that they break the functionality of existing apps if these apps do not adapt to the new API rules and requirements. In other cases, apps can simply choose to use an older version of the Facebook API in order to continue running, but this is not the case with breaking changes.

The biggest shift introduced by 5th February 2018 would be the deactivation of access to user data in the sense of being able to tie posts or comments on a Facebook page to an individual user and that user's activities elsewhere. For researchers in the TANTlab, lacking data on the level of individual users would severely impact the analytical interest of the Facebook data, so a project was launched to collect data in advance of the 5th February 2018, both in relation to the HPV controversy, but now also in relation to a much broader interest into what characterizes public Facebook activity in Denmark (Munk and Olesen, forthcoming).

As another TANTlab researcher, Anders Koed Madsen, expressed in our interview with him, what was so valuable for research purposes was the sort of "granularity" offered by the Facebook API that allowed researchers to explore patterns of
interactions on the level of users. As stated in the TANTLab data policy, this does not have to involve profiling individual users (TANTLab 2018). The interest is rather in being able to situate a given comment or statement in relation to activity elsewhere. For example, the degree of user overlap between different Facebook pages can say something about cultural consumption patterns without building a dataset where individuals can be identified.

These analytical moves rely very much on the ability to move back and forth between quantitative and qualitative ways of viewing the data (Venturini and Rogers 2019). In a new explorative project, Madsen seeks to identify physical locations that serve as meeting points between people who do not normally come in touch with each other. To give an indication of this, he looks at Facebook event data to determine whether users with diverging political loyalties are attending events at the same location (Madsen 2018). This enables him to use Facebook API data to inform city planning. But the changes made by Facebook prevents such analysis by blocking access to the user level. Even if posts and comments are still accessible, the content can no longer be systematically situated in relation to specific users. This makes it much harder to characterize a community of users, not to mention trying to detect bot activity.

As such, one thing that is at risk due to the current API changes is the ability to easily move between qualitative and quantitative moments in the analysis, leaving social research with the usual two camps of either doing hand-held qualitative
studies of social media through manual observation and interviews, or doing quantitative studies of those data that remain available.

**Tactics for collecting Twitter data**

The example of Twitter can help explain further what such developments mean for academic research. Twitter also offers some free API access, but it is only possible to search 7 days back in time, and even when doing so, you only access a sample of all tweets (Twitter 2019). The solution for digital social research has been to always collect Twitter data forward in time using tools like TCAT (Borra and Rieder 2014), but this has the obvious disadvantage of not being able to look back at events that were not predicted. While it may be easy enough to predict that planned events such as national elections will generate Twitter activity of interest to researchers, it is very difficult to catch emergent hashtag-oriented events such as #blacklivesmatter early enough for data to be collected in a timely manner to be complete enough for rigorous research.

Faced with such situations, researchers can decide to pay for Twitter data access through their Historical API. In TANTlab, for instance, researchers ended up paying $1000 for a historical data set covering 40 days of Twitter activity related to the controversial culling of Marius the Giraffe at Copenhagen Zoo. While this is not an overly large sum, such monetary restrictions no doubt limits the flexibility of public research, not to mention student projects. Even when funding is secured, purchasing data sets raises a host of technical questions that qualitative and mixed methods social science researchers are rarely equipped to handle on their
own. These questions include how to deal with data delivery through a number of .JSON files that cannot simply be opened in a spreadsheet and which are so large that a server needs to be set up to store them.

A second entry point for social researchers to interact with social media data in a world of increasingly strict API access is to set up official partnerships with the corporations themselves. So far such partnerships have been relatively rare and mostly oriented towards large-scale quantitative analyses driven by research questions already recognized by the corporations to be important (Cha et al. 2010). This may be due to the fact that Facebook already have an in-house research unit conducting (infamous) live experiments and running quantitative investigations, not least in order to disprove accusations made against social media, such as the echo chamber hypothesis (Bakshy et al. 2012).

However, Twitter (the corporation) recently approached the academic community with an invitation to come up with new 'health metrics' for public debate taking place on Twitter (2018). The reward would be data access and some funding:

"Successful applicants will collaborate directly with Twitter's team, receive public data access and meaningful funding for their research. (...) Our expectation is that successful projects will produce peer-reviewed, publicly available, open-access research articles and open source software whenever possible." (ibid.)

Calls like this one may be the new normal of digital social research in an age of increasingly restricted API access. The upside is that corporations such as Twitter are starting to recognize that they have data sets of value to academic research.
and acknowledge that there may be mutual benefits of collaborating with university researchers of different kinds (in supposition that developing health metrics for public debate requires not only quantitative skills but also theories of democratic politics and interpretive analysis). The downside is that academic freedom is greatly impeded if data access is limited to invitation-only events where the corporations have framed the questions in advance (see also Puschmann 2019).

**Discussion: Methods for the post-API research landscape**

In the face of API restrictions and the consequences described above, perhaps the best alternative is to set up a public research API, which would make data access available on equal terms to all researchers. In lieu of such an interface for researchers, one might ask what happens to public inquiry if some of the main media platforms of contemporary public debate are closed off from academic study. But robust public research APIs are not the only available strategy, and their appearance may be unlikely or require legislation. In this discussion section we therefore also touch upon interface methods and web scraping before discussing what a public research API might look like.

**Interface methods**

Increased API restrictions over recent years have meant that social scientists are considering how to frame their methods in light of this instability of the research object. In putting forward their standpoint of ‘interface methods’ Noortje Marres and Carolin Gerlitz (2016) suggest embracing this instability of digital data sources
and use it to reflect on the social science research methods that we attempt to shoehorn the data into. Moreover, they suggest an inventive approach as detailed:

“Instead of fixing the provenance and purposes of methods, we suggest that digital research requires us to embrace their multifarious character. Hence, instead of asking what the capacities of social digital methods are, and deciding with which agendas they are and are not in alignment, we advocate experimental inquiry into what makes their deployment productive for social inquiry…To adopt an ‘interface methods’ approach, however, means that we do not seek to decide which of these two states is more true – affinity or alienation – on general grounds. Rather we must determine what is the most productive relation between media and method.” (Marres and Gerlitz 2016, emphasis original)

It is important to note that while Marres and Gerlitz still use API-gathered data in their examples given, they do not take a pure digital methods approach. A digital methods approach would demand that an entirely new methodology be adopted. Rather, with an ‘interface methods’ approach, they suggest examining both the specificities of the data produced by the platform and the rationales of existing social research methods to form a fruitful and grounded approach. What this means in an era of increased restrictions on API access is that we need to treat the restriction as a platform specificity and explore the development of specific meeting points between web platforms and social research methods, both of which will shift in nature along the way.

More recently Marres (2018) and colleagues have been furthering this work, developing a framework or protocol called ‘situational analytics’ which operates on the assertion that computational social science has a different notion of the ‘situation’
being examined on digital platforms in comparison to those held by other social scientists. They raise the problem of gathering, categorising and analyzing digital discussions on issues by using a purely computational approach. Within situational analytics, a combination of approaches is proposed, for example scraping Twitter for tweets that mention the topic and include a link to a related YouTube video. From there, researchers form a corpus of videos to watch and manually analyze the audio visual content. Additionally, researchers scrape the description texts and categories that form the metadata attached to YouTube videos to produce a lexicon on this topic. This then allows researchers to visualise and analyze the relations between categories. Not only is this emerging ‘situational analytics’ approach an example of interface methods, it also highlights the inventiveness and manual analysis required to describe a social phenomenon beyond the textual data that can be scraped. To be sure, this approach can make use of APIs but it does not depend on them or valorise them.

**Web scraping**

Web scraping uses custom scripts to download large amounts of data via the browser interface, something which most companies do not allow and try to make difficult. In some cases researchers have used scraping to overcome limits to the amount of data that can be returned via APIs (Hernandez-Suarez et al. 2018). Deen Freelon, author of the research tool ‘fb_scrape_public’, refers to scraping as a central technique in the ‘Post-API’ world, despite its technical and legal/ethical difficulties (Freelon, 2018):
“Researchers of social and other online media content should start by doing two things as they brace themselves for the uncertainty ahead. First, they should learn how to scrape the web; and second, they should understand the potential consequences of violating platforms’ TOS by doing so.” (Freelon 2018)

As web scraping is a technique used regularly by marketers and journalists, there are plenty of tools already available including commercial ‘point and click’ desktop tools, browser extensions and cloud based tools designed to be used by researchers with limited technical skills (Bradshaw 2017). Additionally, custom scrapers can be built to retrieve the HTML source code of web pages (Russell and Klassen 2019). Although web sites can be designed to make scraping difficult, in principle anything that can be seen in a web browser can be scraped given sufficient coding skills.

Scraping can have the problem that related data which may be included in API calls is not directly accessible in the interface without making subsequent scrapes of other pages. An example would be the Twitter API, which includes related objects such as user profiles with each tweet. If the same data were scraped it would require extra scraping to get the user profile data. As well as the additional overhead introduced in doing this, there may be some delay between between the initial and subsequent scrape, in which case the related data may have changed (e.g. account deleted, follower count changed, etc.). An additional concern is that since the actions of the scraping software can be detected by the platform, the retrieved data may be altered deliberately by the platform.\(^5\) This can add overhead to the project as data

\(^5\) The technique of misleading a web scraper (or any bot seen as malicious by the site owner for that matter) is called a honey pot or honey trap, as described in detail by Gržinić, Mršić, & Šaban, 2015.
needs to be validated through human cross-checking.

As well as the increased human and technical overhead that can be introduced by using scraping techniques, there are the legal implications in this process, as in most cases, it will violate the Terms of Service (ToS). Although this may seem a straightforward ethical constraint that invalidates the method entirely, even a cursory investigation of the history of web scraping reveals the area to be heavily contested and in many cases untested in legal process. In the few cases that have come to court in the US for example, judges have taken a lenient view where the scraping has been performed against user generated data that is publically viewable. In the case of HiQ versus Linkedin, where HiQ violated Linkedin terms of service by scraping user details from the site, judges ruled in favour of HiQ by supporting HiQ’s counter claim that Linkedin’s blocking of their scrapers amounted to anti-competitive practices (HiQ Labs, Inc. v. LinkedIn Corporation).

Freelon suggests that after exhausting all ToS compliant methods, researchers “should carefully consider the potential benefits and harms of using methods that violate a system’s ToS”. His primary concern is with the ability to violate user privacy, but he also points out that a ToS is designed to protect the companies’ commercial interests. Although the former is something that is probably within the grasp of most researchers and ethics committees, it is the latter that will prove more problematic for future researchers. A possible starting point for such considerations would be the HiQ judgement which hinged on the data being publicly viewable. By logging into a
web site to perform the scrape, the legal position may become more complicated for academic researchers.

For other public researchers such as activists, journalists and artists the situation may be more fluid. Whotargets.me is a browser extension that scrapes political adverts from user's social news feeds and sends them to a central location for analysis. A report is supplied back to the user about how they have been microtargeted by political groups and how their own targeting compares to other geographic and demographic groups. Once again, this seemingly violates the ToS, but the service claims 20,000 users in over 80 countries, with their work heavily cited in the press.

Journalists and activists cite public interest as justification for violation of ToS, and as their domain is usually centered around political and social issues, they are less likely to end up in court as the adverse publicity could damage brand reputation. Similarly, some practitioners have used arts practices with some degree of liberty, and despite their projects being affected by API changes (Seppukoo.com, Fbresistance.com), some have persevered (SuicideMachine.org).

As Marres and Weltevrede (2013) point out there is a methodological aspect to scraping that it “makes it possible to render traffic between the object and process of social research analytically productive”. The process of designing and operating a scraper requires a detailed reading of the interface code and data infrastructures that support the social media network, which potentially keeps the researcher closer to
the system and can be an important part of understanding its technicity and its culture (see also Venturini and Rogers 2019).

**Public research APIs**

While we have tried to suggest that web scraping and interface methods provide interesting and worthwhile alternatives, the idea of public research APIs should certainly also be pursued. Social media researcher Axel Bruns published an open letter to Facebook and Twitter in April 2018, proposing four initial guidelines for such scholarly API access:

“So how should API access be managed to ensure that (...) independent, critical research in the public interest can be conducted while protecting ordinary users' privacy? We see four key points here: 1) Straightforward scholarly data access policies; 2) Custom APIs for research purposes; 3) Accept the use of research data repositories; 4) Open and transparent engagement with the research community.” (Bruns 2018)

Despite the letter being signed by hundreds of academics and researchers neither company has made any form of response at the time of writing. Bruns makes the case that recent abuses of user data via API’s are not a reason to shut down public APIs (see also Bruns 2019). To the contrary, such incidents are even more reason to allow independent researchers access to social media data. Often their research aims align with those of the companies themselves, for example to study hate speech. An indication of why social media companies feel they can handle this problem by themselves can be seen in the technological optimism of Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook, when asked about identifying hate speech on his platform:
“I am optimistic that over a five-to-10-year period, we will have AI tools that can get into some of the linguistic nuances of different types of content to be more accurate in flagging content for our systems, but today we’re not just there on that” (Pearson 2019)

For the technology companies, the solution to a problem is often more technology, and currently artificial intelligence and in particular machine learning is the technological fix par excellence. Machine learning can avoid the expense involved in training and deploying human researchers across vast networks to curate their content. However, given the concerns over algorithmic inequality (Noble 2018, Eubanks 2018) and the failure of AI to achieve the objectives that researchers believed were within grasp only a short time ago (Marcus 2018), it does not seem to be a simple question of allowing the machines to ‘catch up’. As Axel Bruns (2018) puts it in his open letter: “Now more than ever, strong independent research on these platforms is urgently needed: rigorous, ethical research access to platform APIs actually protects users and enhances evidence-based social media literacy.”

The suggestion here is that acceptable use policy for this API should be based on public interest considerations rather than commercial benefit. Given that the letter also calls for “open and transparent engagement with the research community” and that he has yet to receive any response from Facebook or Twitter, we can see that this approach is problematic as well. One of the issues is that social media companies have no commercial imperative to engage with an unprofitable and even risky activity. However, public research APIs may be the only option left for researchers who are not prepared to risk violating ToS, and given the large number
of signatories to Bruns’ letter, pressure is building that could force social media companies to respond.

Such pressure could grow by extending Bruns’ call beyond academic researchers into a more general group of public researchers that includes journalists and activists. This could encourage a wider debate framed in terms of transparency, as has been seen with fairness, accountability and transparency in machine learning, which has progressed from activism to an ACM conference topic in the space of a few years (https://fatconference.org/ and previously https://www.fatml.org/). The pressure should be directed towards general minimum acceptable standards of transparency and accountability for all social media platforms.

To illustrate the benefit of such transparency and how it can translate into accountability, consider the URL Share Count offered by Facebook, which offers to return the number of times a URL has been shared inside their system. This unauthenticated endpoint is very simple to use and can be queried repeatedly and was initially used by web sites to show a count of the number of times the page had been shared. However, this feature enabled the technical capability for the tool used by Buzzfeed to identify that fake news was being shared more than real news on Facebook in the run up to the 2016 US elections (Silverman 2016). This is a discovery that has since prompted much public debate and academic analysis of the phenomena (see also Bounegru et al. 2018).
Thus, a potential starting point for development of consensus on transparent research versions of social media APIs is meta research into social media studies that have used APIs to collate the type of API endpoints used and types of data retrieved. Future studies utilising digital methods could help outline the basic API access requirements that respect user privacy whilst enabling research to continue. In other words, we propose an empirical approach to designing robust public research APIs by scanning the field for exemplary cases where data retrieved through APIs has been used to public benefit. Such work could also support and inform other academic efforts at making existing social media data archives sharable (Weller and Kinder Kurlanda, 2016). In the same spirit, it could be part of the ToS of such an API that data is available in standardised formats for use by other researchers.

The experiences of Bernard Rieder and of TANTLab outlined above indicate that a robust public research API for social media should first and foremost prioritize stability, since many researcher hours have been spent trying to catch up with the latest adjustments to social media platforms. In securing stability, inspiration could be drawn from the open source community, which has been able to maintain among other things the Linux operating system software that is so stable that it is often preferred over commercial products. An open source approach to a public research API may include the development of basic standards for data formats and data access, allowing new features to be implemented without interrupting access to existing data types, and further allowing easier data exchanges and interoperability between data from different platforms. Such work could draw not only on open
source practices, but also on the development of internet software and the web itself, including the common internet protocols and programming languages recognized across developer communities.

Public research APIs are an area where researchers of all varieties may be compelled to collaborate, examine and share their ideas, and we would encourage a wider and more formal engagement to ensure not only that academic researchers are included in areas that clearly and urgently need more research, but also to make a positive case for direct engagement with social media corporations for the benefit of the companies, researchers and the public. In some cases, these efforts may be led by legislation in countries with identified social and political issues that have related social media effects. In a similar way that ethical issues around online gaming has resulted in legislation that has brought changes in gaming platforms and moves towards transparency (forbes.com, 2019), it may be the case that the desire to track URL sharing, special interest group formation or the spread of disinformation may be the driving force in getting social networks to provide transparency APIs.

**Conclusion**

Although the Cambridge Analytica revelations are seen as one cause of recent restrictions in API access to Facebook, we can only speculate or rely on the published accounts of whistleblowers (Frenkel et al. 2018) to understand the discussions held in boardrooms and the corporate thinking that guides decisions to close or restrict APIs. However, in this paper, we have tried to make clear that API restrictions have a detrimental impact on academic social research. Digital methods
form part of the suite of qualitative and mixed methods available to researchers who wish to study social phenomena in digital settings. Part of what has made the digital methods approach innovative is the ability to use coding skills to gather data from new platforms and websites. However, the ability to conduct digital methods-led research hinges on access to APIs, which is decreasing due to varying commercial, ethical and political factors.

We have traced important parts of the history of API-based digital methods, including recent examples of how increasingly restrictive social media APIs have made academic research more difficult. This is happening in a time of privacy violations by commercial actors that call for more, not less, public research on social media data flows. We suggest it is imperative for academic and allied non-academic researchers, activists and journalists to gather together to call for greater access to social media data in order to research and share knowledge about the important issues pressing publics around the world. We support Axel Bruns' idea for a public research API developed through open collaboration between scholars and social media companies. We believe the specification of such an API should be based on the empirical grounding of key cases where public access to social media data has proven valuable, such as, but not limited to, projects that trace how misinformation travels. Furthermore, we propose that due to the open source software movements and the common standards on the web, developers are well equipped to build a public research API with a robust, open and non-commercial basic infrastructure that can operate across different social media platforms and data repositories.
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